TraitRateProp: a web server for the detection of trait-dependent evolutionary rate shifts in sequence sites
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ABSTRACT

Understanding species adaptation at the molecular level has been a central goal of evolutionary biology and genomics research. This important task becomes increasingly relevant with the constant rise in both genotypic and phenotypic data availabilities. The TraitRateProp web server offers a unique perspective into this task by allowing the detection of associations between sequence evolution rate and whole-organism phenotypes. By analyzing sequences and phenotypes of extant species in the context of their phylogeny, it identifies sequence sites in a gene/protein whose evolutionary rate is associated with shifts in the phenotype. To this end, it considers alternative histories of whole-organism phenotypic changes, which result in the extant phenotypic states. Its joint likelihood framework that combines models of sequence and phenotype evolution allows testing whether an association between these processes exists. In addition to predicting sequence sites most likely to be associated with the phenotypic trait, the server can optionally integrate structural 3D information. This integration allows a visual detection of trait-associated sequence sites that are juxtaposed in 3D space, thereby suggesting a common functional role. We used TraitRateProp to study the shifts in sequence evolution rate of the RPS8 protein upon transitions into heterotrophy in Orchidaceae. TraitRateProp is available at http://traitrate.tau.ac.il/prop.

INTRODUCTION

Linking genomic regions with the variability of phenotypes seen in nature and deciphering the evolutionary processes responsible for this diversification has been the goal of numerous studies (e.g. 1–5). The constant rise in publicly available high-throughput sequencing data, as well as phenotypic trait data that span hundreds-of-thousands of species (e.g. 6–9) make it now more possible than ever to analyze the process of sequence evolution in light of whole-organism phenotypic changes. Connecting between these evolutionary processes bears the potential of pointing at functional roles played by specific genes (and sites within them) in shaping a phenotypic trait of interest.

We have previously developed a joint phenotype-genotype likelihood framework that enables the detection of genes or proteins whose rate of sequence evolution is in association with shifts in a binary phenotypic trait (10–11). Once an association is detected, specific sequence sites whose evolutionary rate most likely co-evolves with the phenotypic trait are inferred. This allows capturing scenarios in which not all sequence sites experience the same selective pressure due to, for example, differences in their functional role. Notably, our methodology, TraitRateProp, infers an association between the rate of sequence evolution with binary discrete traits (for continuous traits, see 12). These discrete traits may be genomic attributes, such as the presence/absence of a certain gene family as well as organismal traits, such as morphological/physiological/reproductive features or environmental preferences.

Here, we present the TraitRateProp web server, which provides statistical means to infer the strength of association between the rate of sequence evolution in a given genomic region and a phenotype of interest. Specifically, the web server allows: (i) testing the hypothesis of an association between the sequence evolutionary rate and...
Figure 1. An illustration of the computational stages performed by the TraitRateProp web server. The user-provided input includes an ultrametric rooted tree, a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and phenotypic states of the extant species (phenotypic states are visualized in red/black). The TraitRateProp algorithm analyzes the MSA data ($D_S$) and the phenotypic state data ($D_C$) in a joint likelihood framework. It does so by estimating the parameters ($\theta$) of two models; a null model, which imposes no association between the rate of sequence evolution and the phenotype, and an alternative model, which allows such an association through the reconstruction of possible phenotypic trait histories ($h$) (transitions along the tree are visualized as a red/black color change).

the phenotypic trait; (ii) when an association is detected, TraitRateProp computes per-site predictions, where high scores indicate sequence sites whose rate is more likely to be in association with the phenotypic trait. These scores are graphically projected onto the analyzed sequence data; (iii) in case a 3D structure information of the protein is provided, the site-specific scores are mapped onto this structure, thus allowing the detection of putatively functional sequence sites that are spatially close to each other in 3D space.

We demonstrate the utility of the TraitRateProp web server by analyzing the chloroplast protein RPS8, across 60 orchid species that are either photoautotrophic or heterotrophic. The results of the TraitRateProp analysis are projected onto the recently published 3D structure of the protein (13) revealing sites whose rate of sequence evolution is predicted to be in association with the phenotypic trait and are in direct contact with other parts of the ribosomal complex.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Input

The TraitRateProp web server requires three types of inputs: (i) a rooted ultrametric phylogenetic tree with informative branch lengths, describing the evolutionary relationships among the analyzed species; (ii) a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of the examined sequence data (either nucleotide or protein) and (iii) the phenotypic states of the extant species coded as either ‘0’ or ‘1’. In addition, the user can provide a 3D structural model in the form of a Protein DataBank (PDB) file. In this case, the site-specific predictions of TraitRateProp are projected onto the provided 3D protein structure. An illustration of the computational
stages performed by the TraitRateProp web server is presented in Figure 1.

Algorithm

The TraitRateProp web server implements the methods to infer phenotype-genotype associations described by Mayrose and Otto (11) and Levy Karin et al. (10). More details about these methods can be found in the Overview section of the web server and in the references therein. Briefly, these methods combine models of sequence evolution and phenotypic trait evolution into one likelihood framework by first reconstructing a large number of possible evolutionary histories of the phenotypic trait along the phylogeny. Each such history is inferred using the stochastic mapping approach (14) and is consistent with the observed phenotypic state values of the extant species. Two models are examined by TraitRateProp: a null model, which imposes no association between the rate of sequence evolution and the phenotype, and an alternative model in which such an association is allowed. A likelihood ratio test is then conducted to select between the null and alternative models. For the alternative model, TraitRateProp computes the site-specific Bayes factor and the posterior probability of an association between the rate of sequence evolution and the examined phenotypic trait. The performance of the TraitRateProp method was extensively assessed in a simulation study, showing high power and sensitivity for datasets in which 20 species or more are analyzed (10).

Output

The likelihood framework of TraitRateProp is computationally demanding, particularly when large inputs (in terms of sequence length and the number of taxa) are analyzed, such that the results are not instantly presented. Thus, once a process is submitted, an estimate of the running time (pre-calculated through simulations) is provided to the user. Upon completion of the TraitRateProp computations, the results of the likelihood ratio test are presented, indicating whether the alternative model can be preferred over the null model. In case an association between the rate of sequence evolution and the phenotype is detected, the ratio between the rates of sequence evolution in phenotypic state ‘1’ and in phenotypic state ‘0’ (relative rate parameter) and the proportion of sequence sites in association with the phenotypic trait are reported. Furthermore, the user can view the input MSA where each column is colored according to the TraitRateProp per-site score, indicating how likely its rate of evolution is in association with the phenotypic trait. In addition, the input phylogeny is presented graphically, with each species colored according to its phenotypic trait state. Finally, in case a protein structure was provided, the TraitRateProp per-site scores are projected onto it using the RCSB-PDB NGL viewer (15), for a visual inspection of how these sites relate to each other and to other functional sites in 3D space. All outputs of the TraitRateProp web server concerning the inferred association are offered as downloadable files.

Implementation

The TraitRateProp web server runs on a Linux cluster of 2.6 GHz AMD Opteron processors, equipped with 4GB RAM per quad-core node. The TraitRateProp algorithm was implemented in C++. The source code, a pre-compiled version for UNIX/Linux systems, and a short user manual are provided in the Source Code section of the web server.

Case study

With thousands of species, the Orchidaceae is one of the largest families of flowering plants. While most orchid species are autotrophs and rely on photosynthesis for carbon fixation, some orchid lineages exhibit a heterotrophic lifestyle, parasitizing on fungi for nutrients (16–19). The photosynthetic reaction is a result of a joint operation of different proteins, some of which are encoded in the chloroplast genome. It is thus interesting to examine the rate of sequence evolution of chloroplast proteins, taking into account trait shifts between autotrophic and heterotrophic lifestyles. In this system, it can be hypothesized that elevated rates of sequence evolution in the whole gene or in certain sequence sites are indicative of a relaxation of the functional constraints that occurred with the transition to a nonphotosynthetic lifestyle.

Here, we focused on the 30S ribosomal protein S8 (RPS8) that is encoded in the chloroplast. Directly binding to the 16S rRNA central domain, RPS8 is one of the rRNA binding proteins comprising the small ribosomal subunit (13), which together with the large ribosomal subunit gives rise to the unique translation machinery of the chloroplast. As opposed to other plastid-encoded genes, RPS8 has been previously reported to be retained in heterotrophic orchids (19, 20). We were thus interested in examining RPS8 in a finer resolution, searching for specific sites within it, which experience relaxed selection upon repeated transitions to heterotrophy. To this end, we queried GenBank (21) to collect RPS8 orthologous protein sequences across 60 orchid species (accessions are available from the Gallery section of the web server) and used MAFFT v7.182 (22) to compute their MSA. Out of the 60 examined orchid species, 26 are heterotrophs and 34 are autotrophs (10). The MSA and phenotypic trait states together with the orchid ultrametric species tree (10) were given as input to the TraitRateProp web server. In order to augment the TraitRateProp analysis with structural information, we sought a structural model for the orchid RPS8 using blastp (23). To this end we used all unaligned orchid RPS8 sequences as queries against the PDB database (24). For all orchid RPS8 queries, the best blast hit was PDB ID 5MMJ, chain ‘h’. This PDB ID is an atomic structure of the 70S ribosomal complex, including RPS8, in chloroplasts isolated from Spinacia oleracea leaves (13). As a representative sequence to the TraitRateProp web server, we chose Dendrobium chrysotoxum, which had the highest sequence identity to 5MMJ chain ‘h’ (80.60%).

Using the TraitRateProp web server, we identified an association between the rate of protein sequence evolution in RPS8 and transitions between an autotrophic and heterotrophic lifestyle (P-value < 0.00001, chi-squared likelihood ratio test). Specifically, 70% of sequence sites were
Figure 2. TraitRateProp analysis of the RPS8 chloroplast protein across 60 orchid species. Sequence site prediction for an association with shifts between autotrophic and heterotrophic trait states is indicated by white-to-purple coloring scale, where a darker shade reflects a stronger association. (A) The TraitRateProp per-site predictions are projected onto the 3D structure of the protein. High scoring residues ASP8 and VAL27 are in close proximity (~6 Å) to nucleotides A825 and G601 of the 16S rRNA (gray). The right-hand side is a zoom-in of the interaction interface between RPS8 and the 16S rRNA, whose overview is shown to the left. (B) Residues ARG64 and ILE105 are close to residues ASP298 and ARG299 of the protein RPS5 (green), which is part of the 30S ribosomal complex.
detected to be trait-associated with a relative rate parameter of 7.6, indicating a higher evolutionary rate associated with the heterotrophic lifestyle. Next, we examined the projection of the TraitRateProp per-site predictions onto the protein 3D structure. We identified four residues (ASP8, VAL27, ARG64 and ILE105) with very high TraitRateProp site scores. Interestingly, ASP8 and VAL27 are in close proximity (< 6 Å) to nucleotides A825 and G601 of the 16S rRNA (Figure 2A), while ARG64 and ILE105, which are also clustered together in 3D space, are in close proximity to residues ASP298 and ARG299 of the protein RPS5 (chain ‘e’) of the 30S ribosomal complex (Figure 2B). This result may indicate a relaxation of the selective pressure to maintain plastid-specific ribosomal complex stability or translation efficiency upon transition to a heterotrophic lifestyle in orchids.
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